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ABSTRACT To ensure the reliability and integrity of data in the cloud storage server, some scholars

provided various data integrity auditing schemes. However, the most existing data integrity auditing schemes

only support the static data and may be unsuitable for the dynamic operations of data. To overcome this

difficulty, we propose a fuzzy identity-based dynamic auditing of big data, which combines the structure of

the Merkle hash tree (MHT) with the Index logic table (ILT). Our scheme not only performs the dynamic

operations of data block in the ILT, namely modification, insertion and deletion, but also efficiently executes

dynamic operations of the ILT on the structure of the MHT. We also elaborate the security, characteristics

and performance analysis of the proposed scheme separately. The analysis results show that the proposed

scheme costs less time than the structure of the original MHT to generate the root node hash value during the

metadata generation phase and update the root node hash value during the dynamic operations. Furthermore,

when users store the new ILT in local storage, they require lower communication cost to update root node

hash value than users without storing the ILT, and fewer interactions between the cloud storage server and

users in the dynamic operations process.

INDEX TERMS Big data, cloud storage, data integrity, dynamic operation, fuzzy identity-based.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the big data era has brought tremendous

pressure on storage capacity and cost [1]. Users have permis-

sion to upload data to the cloud storage server. Consequently,

the cloud storage server reduces the burden of users on data

storage management and maintenance, as well as avoiding

expensive infrastructure costs. It gradually becomes a popular

platform for the customer to outsource data, because of its

large storage capacity, whenever and wherever accessing to

resources, easy management and other typical advantages.

Unfortunately, it does pose numerous security challenges.

Although, other techniques had been well studied, as exem-

plified by the physical layer security [2], [3], which utilized

the specific attributes of communication links, it suffered

from the unreliable performance because of the physical layer
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attributes used. Not only there are some problems in physical

layer technology, there are no doubt that cloud storage server

also faces many security problems and challenges. Cloud

storage server is not completely trusted platform. When data

is uploaded to the cloud storage server, the data owners

lose the right to control their data. The authors proposed

various solutions [4]–[7] for secure access control of data.

In a cloud-based medical system, images data should be

encrypted prior to being outsourced [8]. The rise of Internet

of Things technology and cloud computing, it is also very

crucial to ensure data security and efficiently search in the

ciphertext status [9] [10]. Regrettably, there also were many

data loss or leakage incidents in recent years. In August 2015,

due to thunder and lightning weather, the disk of Google’s

data center was damaged and data information was lost

permanently. Before long sales forces lost their customer

data due to internal staff misconducts. The cloud storage

server maintains its reputation by hiding data loss incidents.
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Even worse, the cloud storage server deletes data that is

not frequently accessed in order to save storage spaces and

benefits from it. In summary, when users upload their data to

the cloud storage server, they exactly knowwhether their data

is preserved perfectly. Therefore, it is very crucial for users

to guarantee that data is intact without damage.

A. MOTIVATION

Firstly, some scholars put forward various auditing

schemes [11]–[13] for the purpose of ensuring the integrity,

which adopted the public key infrastructure (PKI). In the

auditing process, the auditor needs to apply for the user’s

public key certificate and extracts the public key to complete

the auditing. As we all know, each user needs to apply

for a certificate in advance and the application process of

certificate is considerably complex. Besides, the certificate

management, revocation as well as other processes increase

the burden of the system. In order to solve above issues,

the authors proposed identity-based and attribute-based cryp-

tosystems [4]–[7], [14], [15]. In Li et al. [14] proposed a fuzzy

identity-based data auditing scheme, but did not execute

the dynamic operations. We consider adopting the fuzzy

identity-based cryptosystem and reconstruct a new scheme

with dynamic operations. Users get the corresponding private

key by inputting the identity set. Subsequently, the data is

signed by the private key to ensure the integrity.

Secondly, the previous auditing schemes [11], [14] only

aimed at static data, and did not support the dynamic oper-

ations. In [13], although Wang et al. provided the scheme

with the dynamic operations, which combined with dynamic

structure of theMHT.On the one hand, this schemewas based

on the PKI system. On the other hand, when plenty of data

blocks were inserted, the structure of MHT was gradually

enlarging. Therefore, we consider combining the structure of

MHT with the ILT [15], and use the ILT to replace the leaf

node of MHT. When the ILT is full by inserting data blocks,

users insert the new ILT. Hence, our scheme is suitable for

big data scenarios. Sometimes, when the ILT is empty by

deleting the data blocks, users delete the leaf node in order

to delete the empty ILT. In addition, we assume that users

temporarily store the new ILT in local storage. After the

dynamic operations are completed, users update the new ILT

and the according root node. For instance, university teachers

input grades of students at the end of the semester. After

grades of all students in the class are uploaded, teachers

update data information of all students again. In other words,

dynamic operations are controlled by users themselves.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS

To overcome the exiting problems, we design a fuzzy

identity-based dynamic auditing scheme of big data on cloud

storage. The main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We first put forward a fuzzy identity-based dynamic

data auditing scheme. The scheme avoids the com-

plex public key certificate management problems.

In addition, when the number of identity set reaches

the threshold value, users are allowed to perform

dynamic operations. Compared with the exiting auditing

schemes, dynamic operations of the proposed scheme

are more flexible.

• We combine the dynamic structure of MHT with the

ILT. The scheme supports two categories dynamic oper-

ations, namely data block dynamic operations and ILT

dynamic operations. Each leaf node is replaced by the

ILT and each ILT stores numerous data blocks. This also

makes our solution more suitable for big data scenarios.

• Analysis and comparison results show that the com-

putation cost of generating root node is lower than the

structure of the original MHT in metadata generation

phase and dynamic operations phase. If the users do not

store the new ILT in local storage, dynamic operations

for data blocks lead to the update of the root node. Thus,

the communication overhead of users is also increased in

the dynamic operations phase. Users store the new ILT

in our scheme and control the update of the root node

by themselves. Analysis results show that not only the

communication cost of users is lower than users who do

not store ILT, but also the interactions between the cloud

storage server and users are also fewer.

II. RELATED WORK

Deswarte et al. [16] utilized the RSA hash function to

propose a remote data integrity scheme. However, the com-

putation overhead is very high. Ateniese et al. [11] pre-

sented a provable data possession (PDP) scheme after plenty

of researches, which used sampling technology to verify

data integrity and effectively ensured data security. In 2007,

Juels andKaliski [17] proposed a proof of retrievability (PoR)

scheme. It not only verified the integrity of remote data, but

also utilized error-correcting codes to recover data that was

damaged with a certain probability. However, PoR scheme

did not support any effective extensions, and none of the

previous solutions supported dynamic operations.

In 2009, Erway et al. [12] provided a formal framework

for dynamic verifiable data possession by extending the PDP

model. They constructed two fully dynamic PDP protocols by

utilizing the RSA tree structure and the hierarchical authen-

tication jump table, respectively. Regrettably, the computa-

tion efficiency did not have advantages. In Sebe et al. [18]

proposed an auditing protocol, which was easy to extend

to support dynamic operations but did not support public

verification. Thus, verification between the cloud storage

server and users did not guarantee fairness and impartiality.

In 2011, Wang et al. [13] provided a scheme on the basis

of the BLS, which combined the structure of MHT to sup-

port fully dynamic operations. They also utilized the TPA to

achieve the public verification. In Zhang and Blanton [19]

presented a new authentication data structure, namely bal-

anced update tree, which each node stored a certain num-

ber of data blocks labels. In the auditing process, the cloud

storage server generated the responses, which contained all

labels at each node. Therefore, communication overhead was
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increased dramatically. With the continuous development of

researches, various extended auditing schemes such as certifi-

cateless public integrity checking scheme [20], remote data

possession checking protocol [21], [22], cross-cloud platform

auditing scheme [23]–[25] were proposed to meet multifari-

ous requirements.

However, most schemes above described on the basis

of the PKI system. Afterward, a host of identity-based

data integrity auditing schemes were proposed. In Zhang

and Dong [26] presented an identity-based integrity auditing

scheme, which supported public verification and privacy-

preserving. Yu et al. [27] provided a provably secure

identity-based auditing scheme, and Li et al. [14] put forward

a fuzzy identity-based data auditing scheme. Although the

above schemes avoided the complex management of certifi-

cate, they only considered static data and did not execute

dynamic operations. Therefore, the above schemes described

were not suitable for the cloud storage environment.

Organization: The rest of this article is arranged as below.

In Section III, we describe some preliminaries. In Section IV,

the system model and security model for our scheme are

introduced. In Section V, we give a detailed description of the

proposed scheme. Security analysis is provided in Section VI

and characteristic comparisons and performance analysis are

described in Section VII. Finally, we give a conclusion of the

paper and the future research work in Section VIII.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, bilinear pairing, threshold secret sharing

(TSS), merkle hash tree (MHT), index logic table (ILT), and

fuzzy identity-based signature are illustrated. In TABLE 1,

we give some descriptions of notations in this paper.

TABLE 1. The descriptions of notations.

A. BILINEAR PAIRING

G1 andG2 are twomultiplicative cyclic groups with the prime

order q, and g is a generator inG1, A bilinear pairing e : G1×

G1 → G2 is a map satisfying the following properties [28]:
• Bilinear: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab, for g ∈ G1 and

a, b ∈ Zq.

• Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1.

• Computational: e(u, v) is computable for any u, v ∈ G1.

B. THRESHOLD SECRET SHARING (TSS)

In [29], Shamir proposed the secret sharing scheme. The

secret value s is divided into several parts to each participant

in the group, and those parts are called shares. The secret

value s can be restored with plenty of shares. Concretely,

we assume that ρ = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) denote n participates,

a (k, n) TSS scheme means that the set of n participates,

any k members’ shares or more participants reconstruct the

secret value s but less than k participants do not recover,

where k is the threshold value. On the basis of the polynomial

interpolation, there is a polynomial of degree k−1 for taking

k points. Assume that a secret value s is shared. The dealer

picks k − 1 integers a1, a2, . . . , ak−1 randomly and defines a

polynomial f (x) of degree k−1, which is described as f (x) =

s +
∑k−1

i=0 ai · x i and f (0) = s. Then, the dealer randomly

selects some i ∈ Zp for each pi, and defines the secret share

si = f (i). If a set of participants S ⊂ ρ, where |S| > k ,

they reconstruct the secret value s and also recover the f (x)

by f (x) =
∑

Pi∈S
1i,s(x) · si, where 1i,s(x) =

∏
Pi∈S,j 6=i

x−j
i−j

is the lagrange coefficient.

C. MERKLE HASH TREE (MHT)

MHT [13] is a data structure for research authentication,

which proves that elements are efficient and secure and not

damaged or modified. It is composed of a binary tree and the

hash values of the authentication data, which are utilized for

the leaf nodes of the MHT. FIGURE 1 describes a simple

instance of authentication. h (·) is a one-way cryptographic

hash function. The verifier with the authentic hR requests

for x2 and requires the authentication of the received blocks.

The prover sends the auxiliary authentication information

(AAI) 22 = 〈h(x1), hb〉 to the verifier. Firstly, The verifier

calculates the values of h(x2), ha = h(h(x1) ‖ h(x2)) and

hR = h(ha ‖ hb) in order to verify x2. Then, the verifier

calculates hR, compares it with the authentic hR, and judges

whether they are equal. MHT is not only used to verify the

values of data blocks, but also utilized to authenticate the

positions of data blocks. We define that the sequence of leaf

nodes is the left-to-right. All leaf nodes follow this sequence

and are unique in the MHT.

FIGURE 1. Example of the Merkle hash tree authentication of data
elements. We treat the leaf nodes h(x1), h(x2), . . . , h(xn) as the left to
right sequence.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Initialization operation of index logic table. (b) Modification operation of
index logic table. (c) Insertion operation of index logic table. (d) Deletion operation of index
logic table.

D. INDEX LOGIC TABLE (ILT)

In this subsection, we introduce the ILT [15], which is a

concrete dynamic structure. There are three columns in the

ILT, the 1st and 2nd column refer to index number (IN) and

logic number (LN) of the file blocks, and the values separately

are denoted as ξi and [i]. The 3rd column is the additional

column, representing the data blocks, but not appearing in ILT

actually, and the value is expressed as F
ξ

[i].

There are four operations in the ILT, including initial-

ization, modification, insertion, deletion. In the ξ -th ILT,

there is a file Fξ , which is split into n blocks, such as

Fξ = (F
ξ

[1],F
ξ

[2], . . . ,F
ξ

[n]), and FIGURE 2 (a) describes an

initialization operation (i.e., n = 6), FIGURE 2 (b) describes

amodification operation, whichmodifies the data block value

into F ′ at the IN value φ1 = 4, FIGURE 2 (c) describes an

insertion operation, which inserts the new data block value

F ′′ after the IN value φ2 = 5, Fig 2 (d) describes a deletion

operation, which deletes the data block at the IN valueφ3 = 3.

E. FUZZY IDENTITY-BASED SIGNATURE

The fuzzy identity-based signature was proposed in [30]. The

scheme represents a user with identity ID, who issues the

signature results. Subsequently, other users with identity ID′

are allowed to perform verification if and only if they are

within a certain distance, which is an error tolerance value.

The four algorithms included in this scheme are shown as

follows:

• Setup(1k ): This probabilistic algorithm generates the

master keymk and the public parameters pp by inputting

a security parameter 1k , as well as an error tolerance

value d .

• Extract(mk , ID): This algorithm generates the private

key, which inputs the mk and the identity ID, corre-

spondingly outputs a secret key skID related to ID.

• Sign(M , skID, pp): This probabilistic algorithm gener-

ates the signature, which inputs the pp, the skID related

to ID and a message M , correspondingly outputs the

signature σ .

• Verify(σ , M , ID′, pp): This deterministic algorithm

verifies the correctness of the signature σ . It inputs

the public parameters pp, the message M , the corre-

sponding signature σ as well as the identity ID′ and∣∣ID′ ∩ ID
∣∣ ≥ d . It outputs a bit b, if b = 1, means that

the signature is valid.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND SECURITY MODEL

In this section, the system model, system components and

security requirements are provided based on the [14].

A. SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed scheme consists of four entities, namely key

generation center (KGC), cloud user, cloud storage server,

and third-party auditor (TPA). The KGC outputs the corre-

sponding private key according to the identity set of the users.

The TPA performs data integrity auditing according to the

requests of the users. The processes of dynamic data auditing

are shown as below:

1) The cloud user sends the identity set to the KGC.

2) After verifying the properties of the user’s identity set,

the KGC issues the corresponding private key to the

cloud user.

3) When the users receive the private key from the KGC,

then the cloud user preprocesses the data file and stores

the metadata into the cloud storage server, and deletes

the local data.

4) When the users perform the dynamic operations from

two different categories of the data block and ILT,

namely modification, insertion and deletion. Then,

the users generate the new metadata and send the

update requests to the cloud storage server.

5) The TPA interacts with the cloud storage server to audit

the data by running a challenge-response protocol.
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B. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Now, we describe eight algorithms in the proposed scheme

based on the [14].

• Setup
(
1k ,m, d

)
→

(
pp,mk

)
: The KGC executes this

algorithm. It inputs the security parameter k , a maximum

value m of describing the dimensions of the identity set,

and an error tolerance value d . Then, it outputs the public

parameters pp, and the master key mk .

• Extract
(
pp,mk, ω

)
→ŜKω: This algorithm is executed

by the KGC. It generates a cloud user’s secret key ŜKω

by inputting the identity set ω, the public parameters pp

and the master key mk .

• MetadataGen
(
pp, ŜKω,F

)
→

(
8, Ŵ, τ, sig (H (R))

)
:

Cloud user runs this algorithm. It inputs the public

parameters pp, the private key ŜKω and a file F . Then,

it outputs the data block tag 8, the index logic table

tag Ŵ, the file tag τ , as well as generating the signature

sig (H (R)) of the root node R.

• Data block dynamic operation
(
F, ŜKω, pp

)
→

(
F ′, 8′

)
:

The users execute this algorithm. It inputs a file F ,

the private key ŜKω, the public parameters pp. Then it

outputs the updated file F ′ and the updated data block

authenticator 8′.

• Index logic table dynamic operation
(
pp, ŜKω,Update,

F
)

→
(
F ′, Ŵ′, sig

(
H (R′)

)
,Respupdate

)
: This algorithm

is executed by the users. It takes a file F , the pub-

lic parameters pp, the private key ŜKω, and an update

request Update as input. It outputs an updated file F ′,

the updated index logic table tag Ŵ′, the updated

sig
(
H (R′)

)
, as well as a response Respupdate for the

updating operations.

• Challenge
(
pp, ω′

)
→Chal: The TPA inputs the public

parameters pp and the identity set ω′ of the users. It out-

puts the challenge information Chal.

• Response
(
pp,F,Chal, 8, Ŵ

)
→resp: This algorithm is

executed by the cloud storage server. It inputs the public

parameters pp, a file F , the challenge information Chal,

the data block tag 8 and the index logic table tag Ŵ.

It outputs the response information resp to the TPA.

• Verify
(
pp, ω′,Chal, resp

)
→TRUE or FALSE : The TPA

runs this algorithm. It inputs the public parameters pp,

the identity set ω′ of the users, Chal and resp. If the file

F is unchanged, it outputs the TRUE , otherwise outputs

the FALSE .

C. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

In the cloud storage system, we presume that KGC is trusted

and honest to perform key generation operations. The TPA is

semi-trusted, it honestly performs auditing operations, but is

curious about the user’s information. Cloud storage server in

order to maintain their own profits, deliberately conceals the

damaged documents from the users or deletes data that is not

frequently accessed for the purpose of saving storage space.

Therefore, files may be at risk in the cloud storage server, and

there are several attacks in the system as follows:

1) Correctness: In the processes of data integrity verifica-

tion, the TPAfirst presents the cloud storage server with

a challenge, and then the cloud storage server returns

challenge-response information. Finally, the TPA veri-

fies the correctness of the response information.

2) Privacy-preserving: In the implementation of the audit-

ing protocol, the TPA receives the response information

from the cloud storage server, which is the result of

aggregation of data blocks and tags, so that the TPA

does not retrieve any specific data block information.

3) Delete-insert attack: We combine the ILT [15] dynamic

structure. In the last row, the end flag value does not

represent the actual data block. However the value is

updated due to the dynamic operations, so that our

scheme resists delete-insert attack. Thus the security of

the scheme is effectively improved.

4) Forgery attack: In order to maintain its own benefits,

the cloud storage server may delete or maliciously tam-

per with the data blocks. During the verification pro-

cesses of the auditing, the cloud storage server forges

the data blocks in some way, so that the TPA does not

detect that the data blocks are corrupted.

V. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

We describe the specific structure of fuzzy identity-based

dynamic auditing of big data on cloud storage based on the

scheme [14]. Fuzzy identity-based signature has the prop-

erty of error tolerance, which allows the user issuing a sig-

nature with the identity set ω and could be verified with

another identity set ω′ if and only if they are within a cer-

tain distance. Thus, it can provide biometric authentication.

Our scheme contains eight algorithms: Setup, Extract, Meta-

dataGen, Data block dynamic operation, Index logic table

dynamic operation, Challenge, Response, Verify. The system

structure is shown in the FIGURE3 and the detailed processes

are described as below:

A. SETUP

This algorithm is utilized to initialize the system, which

is executed by KGC. We assume that G1 and G2 are two

multiplicative cyclic group with the prime order q. A bilinear

pairing map: e : G1 × G1 → G2. g is a generator in G1.

H : {0, 1}∗ → G1. The KGC chooses g1 = gγ , g2 ∈ G1, γ ∈

Zq as well as t1, t2, . . . , tm+1 ∈ G1 randomly. We presume

thatM is the set {1, 2, . . . ,m+ 1}, where m is the maximum

number of the identity set. We define a function T (x):

T (x) = gx
m

2

m+1∏

i=1

t
1i,m(x)

i . (1)

Then we select a random z′ ∈ Zq, compute v′ = gz
′
. There-

fore, the master key is mk = γ and the public parameters are

obtained as

pp =
{
g1, g2, t1, . . . , tm+1, v

′, 3 = e(g1, g2)
}
. (2)
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FIGURE 3. The system structure of fuzzy identity-based dynamic data
integrity auditing protocol.

B. EXTRACT

This algorithm is also executed by KGC in order to generate

the private key for the identity set ω, where |ω| = m.

Firstly, KGC selects d − 1 degree polynomial q such that

q(0) = γ , and picks a random number rk ∈ Zq for (k ∈ ω).

Next, the KGC computes:

SKk = g
q(k)
2 T (k)rk , skk = g−rk . (3)

Thus, the secret key ŜKω = (SKk , skk )k∈ω, which is corre-

sponding to the identity set ω.

C. METADATAGEN

Give a file F , the users split the file into many blocks, and

store them into α ILT separately. Each ILT includes n data

blocks, each data block is split s sectors long, i.e., F =

{f
ξ

[i],j } ∈ Zq for 1 6 ξ 6 α, 1 6 i 6 n, 1 6 j 6 s.

The users pick N in Zq as the file name, s random number

u1, u2, . . . , us ∈ G1. We assume that t̂0 = N ‖ u1 ‖ u2 ‖

· · · ‖ us. Then the file tag τ is equal to t̂0 together with

signature [25] on t̂0: τ = t̂0 ‖ sig(t̂0). For block [i](16i6n)

in an arbitrary ILT (i.e., ξ -th ILT), the users select a random

sk ∈ Zq for (k ∈ ω), and input ŜKω = (SKk , skk )k∈ω. Then,

the users generate the tag for i-th block in ξ -th ILT as follows:

σ
ξ (k)
1,[i] = SKk ·

(
H (N ‖ ξ ‖ [i]) · v′ ·

s∏

j=1

u
f
ξ
[i],j

j

)sk

,

σ
ξ (k)
2,[i] = g−sk ,

σ
ξ (k)
3,[i] = g−rk , (4)

for (k ∈ ω), and get the corresponding tag of [i]-block

in ξ -th ILT 8
ξ

[i] =
{
σ

ξ (k)
1,[i] , σ

ξ (k)
2,[i] , σ

ξ (k)
3,[i]

}
. Next, for each

ILT, we utilize the [0]-th block to represent the entire ILT.

The users generate the tag for the ξ -th ILT as follows:

σ
ξ (k)
1,[0] =SKk ·

(
H (N ‖ ξ ‖ H (ILTξ ) ‖ [0]) · v′ ·

s∏

j=1

u
f
ξ
[0],j

j

)sk

(5)

as well as values of σ
ξ (k)
2,[0] and σ

ξ (k)
3,[0] are the same to σ

ξ (k)
2,[i]

and σ
ξ (k)
3,[i] for (k ∈ ω), which are g−sk and g−rk respectively.

Similarly, the ξ -th ILT tag is Ŵ
ξ

[0] =
{
σ

ξ (k)
1,[0] , σ

ξ (k)
2,[0] , σ

ξ (k)
3,[0]

}
.

Next, the users compute the H (ILTξ ) and calculate a root

node R based on the structure of MHT, as well as generating

the signature [28] on the root node R: sig(H (R)). Finally,

the users present the cloud storage server with the file and the

corresponding tag
{
F, 8

ξ

[i], Ŵ
ξ

[0], τ, ILTξ , sig (H (R))
}
, then

delete the local data.

D. DATA BLOCK DYNAMIC OPERATION

In this subsection, we elaborate on the dynamic operations

of this scheme, which contains two categories: the dynamic

operations of the data block and the ILT. The dynamic oper-

ations consist of the modification (M), insertion (I) and

deletion (D). When the data blocks in the ILT are inserted on

the upper limit or deleted to be empty, or the data blocks in

the ILT are not updated for a long time, users execute dynamic

operations of the ILT. We assume that users temporarily store

both old and new ILT in local storage, thus, they decide

to update the new ILT and root node by themselves, which

also reflects the flexibility of the proposed scheme. In the

following descriptions, we presume that the file F , data block

tag 8
ξ

[i] and ILT tag Ŵ
ξ

[0] are calculated by users and stored in

the cloud storage server as well as root node R is signed and

uploaded to the cloud storage server.

1) DATA MODIFICATION

A basic data block modification operation refers to replace

one data block with another new. Assume that the users

modify the θ1-th data block to F
ξ

[θ1]
′ in the ξ -th ILT. Users

first split the data block into s sectors, namely F
ξ

[θ1]
′ =

{f
ξ

[θ1]
′
,1

, f
ξ

[θ1]
′
,2

, . . . , f
ξ

[θ1]
′
,s

} on the basis of the new data

block, and then generate the new tag:

σ
ξ (k)
1,[θ1]

= SKk ·

(
H (N ‖ ξ ‖ [θ1]) · v′ ·

s∏

j=1

u
f
ξ

[θ1]
′
,j

j

)sk

,

σ
ξ (k)
2,[θ1]

= g−sk ,

σ
ξ (k)
3,[θ1]

= g−rk , (6)

for (k ∈ ω), and get the corresponding tag 8
ξ

[θ1]
={

σ
ξ (k)
1,[θ1]

, σ
ξ (k)
2,[θ1]

, σ
ξ (k)
3,[θ1]

}
. Finally, users update the new data

block and tag
{
F

ξ

[θ1]
′ , 8

ξ

[θ1]

}
.
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2) DATA INSERTION

Data block insertion means inserting the new data block after

the specific location. Now, we suppose that the users insert

the new data block F
ξ

[θ2]
′′ after the (θ2-1)-th block in the

ξ -th ILT. Data block insertion is similar to the modification

operation. Firstly, the data block is divided into s sectors long,

namely F
ξ

[θ2]
′′ = {f

ξ

[θ2]′′,1
, f

ξ

[θ2]′′,2
, . . . , f

ξ

[θ2]′′,s
}, and then the

users generate the new tag:

σ
ξ (k)
1,[θ2]

= SKk ·

(
H (N ‖ ξ ‖ [θ2]) · v′ ·

s∏

j=1

u
f
ξ

[θ2]
′′,j

j

)sk

,

σ
ξ (k)
2,[θ2]

= g−sk ,

σ
ξ (k)
3,[θ2]

= g−rk , (7)

for (k ∈ ω), and get the corresponding tag 8
ξ

[θ2]
={

σ
ξ (k)
1,[θ2]

, σ
ξ (k)
2,[θ2]

, σ
ξ (k)
3,[θ2]

}
. Finally, the users update the new

data block and tag
{
F

ξ

[θ2]
′′ , 8

ξ

[θ2]

}
.

3) DATA DELETION

The deletion operation is contrary to the insertion operation,

it refers to deleting data block at a specific location in an

arbitrary ILT. We assume that the users delete the data block

at the θ3-th in the ξ -th ILT. The specific algorithm is similar

to modification and insertion operations, so it is omitted.

E. INDEX LOGIC TABLE DYNAMIC OPERATION

When the dynamic operations of the data block are in a stable

state, the users perform dynamic operations of the ILT. The

details are shown as follows:

1) INDEX LOGIC TABLE MODIFICATION

The dynamic operations of the ILT are similar to the dynamic

operations of the data block. We presume that the ξ -th ILT,

namely ILTξ is modified to ILTξ
′ (i.e., ξ = 3, see FIGURE 4).

We regard the ILT as [0]-th block. The users first split the

[0]-th block into s sectors, and then generate the new tag

for ILTξ
′:

σ
ξ ′ (k)
1,[0] = SKk ·

(
H (N ‖ ξ ‖ H (ILTξ

′) ‖ [0])·v′ ·

s∏

j=1

u
f
ξ ′

[0],j

j

)sk

,

σ
ξ ′ (k)
2,[0] = g−sk ,

σ
ξ ′ (k)
3,[0] = g−rk , (8)

for (k ∈ ω), and get the corresponding tag Ŵ
ξ ′

[0] ={
σ

ξ ′ (k)
1,[0] , σ

ξ ′ (k)
2,[0] , σ

ξ ′ (k)
3,[0]

}
. Then, the users present the cloud

storage server with the update request Update =

(M, ξ, ILTξ
′, Ŵ

ξ ′

[0]), which M is modification operation.

When the cloud storage server receives the update request,

it performs ExecUpdata(F, Ŵ
ξ

[0],Updata): (1) replaces the

ILTξ to ILTξ
′, and outputs the new F ′, (2) replaces

the Ŵ
ξ

[0] to Ŵ
ξ ′

[0], (3) on the basis of the MHT, replaces the

H (ILTξ ) to H (ILTξ
′) and calculates the new root node R′.

FIGURE 4. Example of modifying the index logic table. Here, xξ and x′

ξ

are used to denote H(ILTξ ) and H(ILT ′

ξ
), respectively.

Finally, the cloud storage server presents the users with a

response : Respupdata =
(
2ξ , sig(H (R)),R′

)
in order to prove

that the update operations have been completed, which 2ξ is

auxiliary authentication information (AAI) for authentication

of ILTξ . When the users receive the Respupdata from the cloud

storage server, they first calculate H (ILTξ ) and H (ILTξ
′)

based on the new and old ILT. Next, the users compute the

root node R by using
{
2ξ ,H (ILTξ )

}
, and determine whether

the values of AAI and R are true by verifying the signature

sig(H (R)). If the verification fails, the output is WRONG,

otherwise the users continue to verify if the modification

operation is performed as required. The users first calculate

the new root node by using
{
2ξ ,H (ILTξ

′)
}
and compare

it with R′. If it outputs TRUE, the users sign the new root

node R′ by sig(H (R′)) and send it to the cloud storage server

for updating. Finally, the users perform the auditing proto-

col. If it outputs TRUE, the users delete the corresponding

local storage.

2) INDEX LOGIC TABLE INSERTION

ILT insertion means that a new ILT is inserted after the

specific location. We suppose that the users insert the new

ILT ∗
ξ after the ξ -th ILTξ (i.e., ξ = 3, see FIGURE 5). Firstly,

on the basis of the new ILT ∗
ξ , the users first split it into s

sectors, and then generate the new tag:

σ
∗ (k)
1,[0] = SKk ·

(
H (N ‖ ξ∗ ‖ H (ILT ∗

ξ ) ‖ [0]) · v′ ·

s∏

j=1

u
f ∗
[0],j

j

)sk

,

σ
∗ (k)
2,[0] = g−sk ,

σ
∗ (k)
3,[0] = g−rk , (9)

FIGURE 5. Example of inserting the index logic table. Here, xξ and x∗

ξ
are

used to denote H(ILTξ ) and H(ILT ∗

ξ
), respectively.

for (k ∈ ω), and get the corresponding tag Ŵ∗
[0] ={

σ
∗ (k)
1,[0] , σ

∗ (k)
2,[0] , σ

∗ (k)
3,[0]

}
. Then, the users send the update
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FIGURE 6. Example of deleting the index logic table. Here, xξ is used to denote H(ILTξ ).

request Update = (I, ξ, ILT ∗
ξ , Ŵ∗

[0]) to the cloud stor-

age server, which I is insertion operation. When the

cloud storage server gets the update request, it performs

ExecUpdata(F, Ŵ
ξ

[0],Updata): (1) stores ILT
∗
ξ and increases

a leaf node h(H (ILT ∗
ξ )) after the leaf node h(H (ILTξ )) on the

MHT as well as updating F∗, (2) increases the σ
∗ (k)
1,[0] , σ

∗ (k)
2,[0] ,

σ
∗ (k)
3,[0] into the tag set and outputs Ŵ∗

[0], (3) on the basis of

the structure of the MHT, generates the new root node R∗.

Finally, the cloud storage server presents the users with a

response : Respupdata =
(
2ξ , sig(H (R)),R∗

)
to prove that

the update operations have been completed, which2ξ is aux-

iliary authentication information (AAI) for authentication of

ILTξ . We assume that the value of ξ is 3 (i.e., ξ = 3), it means

inserting the h(H (ILT ∗
3 )) after the leaf node h(H (ILT3)), and

only increasing a leaf node h(H (ILT ∗
3 )) and an internal node

c in the original tree structure, which the internal node c is

hc = h(h(H (ILT3)) ‖ h(H (ILT ∗
3 ))). When the users receive

the Respupdata from the cloud storage server, the users first

generate H (ILTξ ) and H (ILT ∗
ξ ) based on the new and old

ILT. Next, the users compute the root node R value by using{
2ξ ,H (ILTξ )

}
, and determine whether the values of AAI

and R are true by verifying the signature sig(H (R)). If the

verification fails, the output is WRONG, otherwise the users

check to see if the insertion operation has been performed

as required. The users calculate the new root node by using{
2ξ ,H (ILTξ ),H (ILT ∗

ξ )
}
and compare it with R∗. If it out-

puts TRUE, the users sign the new root nodeR∗ by sig(H (R∗))

and send it to the cloud storage server for updating. Finally,

the users perform the auditing protocol. If it outputs TRUE,

the users delete the corresponding local storage.

3) INDEX LOGIC TABLE DELETION

The deletion of ILT is contrary to the insertion operation,

it refers to deleting the ILT at the specific location (i.e., ξ = 4,

see FIGURE 6). When the cloud storage server receives the

Update message, it executes the deletion operation. Firstly,

it deletes ILTξ and the leaf node h(H (ILTξ )) on the MHT,

then generates the new root node R′′. In addition, the specific

process of the deletion is similar to operations of modification

and insertion, so it is omitted.

F. CHALLENGE

The users with identity set ω′ verify the data integrity through

sending the form of challenge to the cloud storage server.

The TPA first judges whether
∣∣ω ∩ ω′

∣∣ > d holds, if it is

true, the TPA forwards the challenge information to the cloud

storage server. The processes are provided as follows:

TPA selects the set L = {[1], [2], . . . , [β]} randomly,

which is the subset of the set [1, n], and picks the subset

I = {1, 2, . . . , υ} of the set [1, α]. Then, the TPA executes the

auditing protocol and wants to challenge an arbitrary block

[i] in an arbitrary (i.e., ξ ) ILT. For the auditing of the ILT,

we use [0]-th block instead. For arbitrary ξ[i] and ξ[0] (ξ ∈ I ,

[i] ∈ L), TPA randomly selects ν
ξ

[i] ∈ Zq and ν
ξ

[0] ∈ Zq

individually. The Chal is the set
{
ξ[i], ν

ξ

[i], ξ[0], ν
ξ

[0]

}
, where

ξ ∈ I , [i] ∈ L. Then the TPA presents the cloud storage

server with the Chal.

G. RESPONSE

Upon receiving the Chal =
{
ξ[i], ν

ξ

[i], ξ[0], ν
ξ

[0]

}
from the

TPA, where ξ ∈ I , [i] ∈ L. The cloud storage server

calculates the responses are shown as follows:

µ
ξ
j =

∑

(ξ[i],ν
ξ
[i])∈Chal

ν
ξ

[i] · f
ξ

[i],j + ν
ξ

[0] · f
ξ

[0],j

=
∑

(ξ
[î]

,ν
ξ

[î]
)∈Chal

ν
ξ

[î]
· f

ξ

[î],j
, (10)

for [î] ∈ L̂ = {[0], [1], [2], . . . , [β]}, and corresponding tag:

σ
ξ (k)
1 =

∏

(ξ[i],ν
ξ
[i])∈Chal

(
σ

ξ (k)
1,[i]

)ν
ξ
[i]

·
(
σ

ξ (k)
1,[0]

)ν
ξ
[0]

=
∏

(ξ
[î]

,ν
ξ

[î]
)∈Chal

(
σ

ξ (k)

1,[î]

)ν
ξ

[î] ,

σ
ξ (k)
2 = σ

ξ (k)

2,[î]
,

σ
ξ (k)
3 = σ

ξ (k)

3,[î]
, (11)

for (k ∈ ω′). In addition, the cloud storage server pro-

vides some auxiliary information
{
2ξ

}
16ξ6α

to the TPA,

which are the node siblings on the path from the leaf nodes{
h(H (ILTξ ))

}
16ξ6α

to the root node R of the MHT. Finally,

the cloud storage server forwards resp:
{
µ

ξ
j , σ

ξ (k)
1 , σ

ξ (k)
2 , σ

ξ (k)
3 , τ,

{
2ξ

}
16ξ6α

, sig(H (R))
}

(12)

to the TPA.
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TABLE 2. Comparisons summery between existing schemes and our scheme.

.

H. VERIFY

Upon receiving the resp from the cloud storage server,

the TPA first verifies the τ . If the output is TRUE,

the TPA continues to compute the root node R by

using
{
h(H (ILTξ )), 2ξ

}
16ξ6α

, then validates the signature

sig(H (R)). If it outputs FALSE , the TPA rejects, otherwise,

the TPA selects an arbitrary d-element subset S of
∣∣ω ∩ ω′

∣∣,
and verifies whether formula (13) is equal. If the equation

holds, output TRUE , otherwise output FALSE .

∏

(ξ
[î]

,ν
ξ

[î]
)∈Chal

3
ν

ξ

[î]

?
=

∏

k∈S

{
e(σ

ξ (k)
1 , g) ·

(
e(T (k), {σ

ξ (k)
3 }

ν
ξ
[0] )

·e(H (N ‖ ξ ‖ H (ILTξ ) ‖ [0]) · v′)
ν

ξ
[0] ·

s∏

j=1

uj
µ

ξ
j , σ

ξ (k)
2 )

)

·
∏

(ξ[i],ν
ξ
[i])∈Chal

(
e(T (k), {σ

ξ (k)
3 }

ν
ξ
[i] )·e(H (N ‖ ξ ‖ [i])·v′)

ν
ξ
[i]

·

s∏

j=1

uj
µ

ξ
j , σ

ξ (k)
2 )

)}1k,S (0)

. (13)

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we verify the correctness of data auditing and

present the security analysis of this scheme.
• Correctness: The correctness of equation is judged by

operation of bilinear pairing. Firstly, we compute the

σ
ξ (k)
1 , which is given as (14). Then, we calculate the

value of
∏

k∈S e(σ
ξ (k)
1 , g), which is given as (15). There-

fore, we compute the formula (16), and the equation in

verify algorithm holds. We leave the details of formula

(14) (15) (16) to Appendix A

• Privacy-preserving: In the processes of data integrity

auditing, the TPA presents the cloud storage server with

the challenge information Chal =
{
ξ[i], ν

ξ

[i], ξ[0], ν
ξ

[0]

}

and receives responses information includingµ
ξ
j , σ

ξ (k)
1 ,

σ
ξ (k)
2 , σ

ξ (k)
3 . Even if the TPA collects enough responses

information in order to get information about the data

blocks. However, the value µ
ξ
j is the result of aggre-

gation of data blocks and random values, and the val-

ues σ
ξ (k)
1 , σ

ξ (k)
2 , σ

ξ (k)
3 are the results of aggregation

of tags σ
ξ (k)
1,[i] , σ

ξ (k)
2,[i] , σ

ξ (k)
3,[i] and random values, respec-

tively. The TPA does not get specific information about

data blocks during the processes of auditing. Therefore,

the data privacy is preserved and further the security of

the auditing is improved.

• Delete-insert attack: In our dynamic structure, we intro-

duce the ILT [15], in which the last row is an end flag.

Therefore, in FIGURE 2 (c), at the position of IN = 6,

the corresponding value of LN is the largest, which the

value is [7]. If we delete a data block at IN = 6 then

insert a new data block, the LN value of the new data

block becomes [8]. We obtain that there are different

LN values when delete and insert data blocks. Thus, our

scheme resists delete-insert attack.

• Forgery attack: Assume that the cloud storage server

forges an illegal data block m∗ in the ILT ∗ instead of

the data block m in the ILT , and it is obvious that

m∗ 6= m and H (ILT ∗) 6= H (ILT ). When the cloud

storage server receives the Chal from the TPA, it pro-

vides the responses to the cloud storage server. However,

the responses contain the data block m∗, h(H (ILT ∗))

and auxiliary information 2∗. Then, the TPA calcu-

lates the value of the root node R∗ by inputting the

h(H (ILT ∗)) and auxiliary information 2∗, as well as

verifying the signature sig(H (R)). If the output is TRUE,

it means that the cloud storage server has ability to find

a hash function achieving h(H (ILT ∗)) = h(H (ILT )), but

H (ILT ∗) 6= H (ILT ). According to the collision-resistant

capability of hash function, it is a difficult problem and

impossible to successfully forge. Therefore, our scheme

resists forgery attack.

VII. CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the characteristics comparisons and perfor-

mance analysis of this article are described.

A. CHARACTERISTICS COMPARISONS

In TABLE 2, we do the comparisons summery between exist-

ing schemes [14], [31]–[33] and our scheme. Scheme [31] is a

dynamic data integrity auditing based on the MVT, [33] also

supports the dynamic operations based on the MHT. How-

ever, the scheme of [31] and [33] are not fuzzy identity-based

and scheme [33] has the synchronization problem. Ref-

erences [32] and [14] are an identity-based data auditing

scheme and a fuzzy identity-based data auditing scheme,

respectively. Regrettably, none of them supports dynamic

operations. We observe that our scheme is not only achieving

a fuzzy identity-based dynamic data integrity verification

and supporting the dynamic operations, but also resisting
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delete-insert attack. Moreover, the MHT combines with time

stamp to achieve a dynamic PDP scheme, which leads to a

synchronization problem [33]. However, our dynamic struc-

ture combines the MHT with the ILT, so that the proposed

scheme avoids the synchronization problem.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We achieve our test code on a virtual machine by using the

Ubuntu operation system, which is equipped with an Intel

Core i5-6600 CPU at 3.30 GHz processor. Assume that T(h)
defines the running time of a hash function operation. We run

the operation time of the hash function by using the GMP

library is about 0.001ms. In addition, figures in this section

are drawn by utilizing the MATLAB software.

In the first part, we provide the generation time of the root

node hash value during the metadata generation. Assume that

file size is 1T, each sector is fixed 160 bits, and each data

block is set as 16KB. We set block numbers of each ILT

as the abscissa. According to the size of each data block

and the block numbers in each ILT, we calculate the total

amount of data stored in each ILT, as well as the storage

space is occupied by each ILT. Furthermore, the total file

size is 1T, so we calculate the number of corresponding ILT,

which is equivalent to the number of leaf nodes on the MHT.

We presume that the nodes of theMHT are evenly distributed,

therefore, the number of all nodes on the MHT can be cal-

culated. In the process of generating metadata, we need to

get the hash value of the root node. The number of all hash

values has been provided before. One hash operation time T(h)
is about 0.001ms, so we calculate the time of returning the

hash value of the root node in the metadata generation phase.

As can be seen from FIGURE 7, when each ILT is stored

1024 blocks, it only takes about 0.13s.

FIGURE 7. Time of generating the root node hash value in the metadata
generation process. Remark: Each ILT corresponds to each leaf node in
the MHT. Moreover, the number of data blocks stored in each ILT is the
same. For instance, when the abscissa value is set to 512, the time of
generating the root node hash value is about 0.26s in the metadata
generation process. When the abscissa value is set to 1024, the time of
generating the root node hash value is about 0.13s in the metadata
generation process. In the following figures, the situations are similar.

We also compare the MHT structure with our scheme,

as shown in FIGURE 8. The structure of the MHT is

FIGURE 8. Time comparison of generating the root node hash value
between the MHT structure and our scheme in the metadata generation
process.

FIGURE 9. Time of updating the root node hash value in the dynamic
operations.

equivalent to the case where the abscissa value is 1 in

our scheme. For the convenience of comparison, we list

bar graphs of the MHT at other positions of the abscissa.

Obviously, our scheme not only takes less time than the

dynamic structure of the MHT but also is suitable for big data

scenarios.

In addition, when the users perform the dynamic operations

of the ILT, they update the hash value of the root node.

The users receive the corresponding auxiliary authentication

information, and then calculate the hash values of path nodes.

Therefore, we calculate the corresponding time for updating

the hash value of the root node. It is shown in FIGURE 9,

we assume that 1024 data blocks are stored in each ILT,

updating the root node hash value only takes about 0.016 ms.

Similarly, our scheme consumes less time than the dynamic

structure of the original MHT.

In the second part, we assume that the users store the

new ILT in local storage during the dynamic operations.

We analyze the storage cost and communication overhead of

the users. The abscissa values are the block numbers of each

ILT, so we calculate the total number of the ILT required.
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FIGURE 10. Storage cost of the user in the dynamic operations.

FIGURE 11. Communication cost of the user in the dynamic operations.

Further more, we get the storage cost of each ILT, as well

as the storage cost of storing the total ILT. If each ILT stores

1024 data blocks, users probably request about 0.17G storage

spaces. It is shown in FIGURE 10.

When the users perform dynamic operations for the ILT,

the hash value of the root node is updated. Therefore,

the users compute the corresponding hash values of path

nodes. Because of the users store the new ILT in local storage,

They only need to download the auxiliary authentication

information from the cloud storage server, so the communica-

tion overhead is greatly reduced. It is shown in FIGURE 11.

When 1024 blocks are stored in each table, the communi-

cation cost is about 0.33KB for once updating of the root

node. Besides, there is only one interaction between the cloud

storage server and users.

Moreover, we present a comparison between our scheme

and the MHT structure, as shown in FIGURE 12. The struc-

ture of the MHT is equivalent to the case where the abscissa

value is 1 in our scheme. For the convenience of comparison,

we also list the bar graphs of MHT at other positions of the

abscissa. It is obvious that our scheme has more advantages

in terms of communication cost.

In summary, in FIGURE 7 to FIGURE 12, when the

abscissa is set to 1, it means that only one data block is

stored in each ILT, which corresponds to the original MHT

structure. When the abscissa is set to the right endpoint,

FIGURE 12. Communication cost comparison of the user between the
MHT structure and our scheme in the dynamic operations.

it can be approximately regarded as the original ILT structure.

Our dynamic structure is a combination of MHT and ILT.

From FIGURE 7, FIGURE 8, FIGURE 9, FIGURE 11 and

FIGURE 12, the analysis results show that our scheme per-

formances are better than MHT, they are slightly weaker than

ILT.However, in FIGURE10, the storage cost of the proposed

scheme is more advantageous than ILT. When the number of

blocks stored in ILT increases, computation and communica-

tion cost decrease (e.g., FIGURE 7, FIGURE 8, FIGURE 9,

FIGURE 11 and FIGURE 12), however, the storage cost

increases (e.g., FIGURE 10). On the contrary, when the

number of blocks stored in ILT decreases, computation and

communication cost increase, but the storage cost decreases.

Therefore, according to the conditions of computation, com-

munication and storage cost, the user can flexibly set the

number of blocks stored in ILT.

If the users do not store the new ILT in local storage, they

only need to save the original hash value of the root node.

The storage cost of the users is lower than users storing the

new ILT in local storage. Unfortunately, during the dynamic

operations, when the users update the hash value of the root

node, they need to download the corresponding ILT from the

cloud storage server, so that the communication overhead is

increased evidently, and the number of interactions between

the cloud storage server and users is at least two times, which

is also increased.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Cloud storage services are becoming increasingly popular

in recent years, therefore, data integrity auditing has also

attracted a lot of attentions. In this paper, we proposed a

fuzzy identity-based dynamic auditing of big data on cloud

storage. The developed dynamic structure is a combination

of the MHT and the ILT. On the basis of ensuring the cor-

rectness of the data auditing process, the proposed scheme

also guarantees that the TPA does not get the specific data

information, thus, preserves the privacy of the data. At the

same time, the proposed scheme combines the structure of

ILT, which effectively resists delete-insert attack. In terms
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of performance analysis, the results showed that our scheme

consumed less time than the original MHT, whether it gen-

erated the root node during the metadata generation stage

or updated the root node during the dynamic operations.

We also presented the analysis of users’ storage cost and

communication overhead in dynamic operations. It can be

found that our scheme requires less communication overhead

than the MHT structure through comparison. Besides, our

scheme needs fewer interactions between users and the cloud

storage server.

In the future, we further study the attribute-based cryp-

tosystem and try to construct a new attribute-based dynamic

data auditing scheme, combining with more effective

dynamic structure.

APPENDIX A

SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. CORRECTNESS

See (14)–(16), shown at the top of this page
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